1» Introduction* Let G be an amenable locally compact group and let 2 t (G){%(G)) be the set of topological left (right) invariant means on L^{G). A natural question to ask is: when does 2 t (G) = %(G)Ί Obviously, 2 t (β) = %(G) if G is compact or abelian. The results of this paper strongly support the conjecture that 2 t (G) = %(G) if and only if Ge
~, the class of those locally compact groups each of whose conjugacy classes is relatively compact. Theorem 3.2 (Theorem 4.4) establishes this conjecture when G is discrete (compactly generated).
The present writer's interest in the above question arose from his inability to prove [1, Theorem 7] . The latter result asserts that if G is an exponentially bounded discrete group, then 8 t 
(G) = ϋt t (G).
This result is false. (See (3.3) .)
I am indebted to Dr F. W. Ponting for help in translating portions of [1] .
2* Preliminaries* The cardinality of a set A is denoted \A\. Let G be a group. The identity of G will be denoted by e, and if xeG, then C x = {yxy~ι: y eff} is the conjugacy class of x in G. If a, x G G, then
Now let G be a locally compact group. The family of compact subsets of G is denoted by ^(G) and the family of compact neighborhoods of e in G is denoted by ^(G). The algebra of continuous* bounded, complex-valued functions on G is denoted by C(G). Throughout the paper, λ will be a left Haar measure on G. [4] .)
Let G be a locally compact group. For ^eL o0 (G)(=L 1 (G)*) and μ e L t (G) f define φμ, μφ e LJfi) by setting (v e L,(G) ) .
Let P(G) be the set of probability measures in L X (G) . A mean M on LoSfi) is said to be a topological left (right) invariant mean if for all φeLJβ) and all μeP (G) .
The set of topological left (right) invariant means on G is denoted by 2 t (G) (%(G) [7] , [5] , [6] ).
A measurable subset T of G is said to be topologically left (right) thick if
for all Ce&'iG). The subset Γ is topologically left (right) thick if and only if there exists Me2 t (G) (Me%(G)) such that M(X T ) = 1. (See [2, Theorem 7.8] and [12] .) If G is discrete, then Γis topologically left thick if and only if, for every finite subset F of G, there exists x F e G such that Fx F c T. In this case, T is said to be left thick 3* The discrete case* LEMMA 3.1. Let G be an amenable discrete group which is not an [FC] group. Then S(G) Φ Proof. The result will follow once we have constructed a left thick subset T of G which is not right thick: for then any left invariant mean M on G for which M(X T ) = 1 will not be right invariant.
To this end, let a be the smallest ordinal of cardinality |G|, and let {F β : βecή be an enumeration of the family of finite subsets of G. Since Gg [FC] , we can find zeG such that C z is infinite. Choose z u z 2 in G such that z^z 2 -z. The lemma will be proved once we have constructed (by transfinite recursion) a subset {x β : βe a} of G such that for all xeG and all βea, Since \A\ < \G\ and |G~ JB| = |G|, we can find x β eG -(A U B). As A U 5 is the set of elements y for which there exists x satisfying (2), it follows that x{z u z 2 } (£ C U F β x β for all xeG. This completes the construction of {x β : β e a} and hence the proof of the lemma. Proof. By (3.1), if S(G) = 3i(G), then Ge [FC] .
Conversely, suppose that Ge [FC] , We could appeal to the result mentioned in (4.5), but the following easy proof is available.
Let ΛfeS(G), xeG and ScG. Since C x is finite, we can find x lf -, x n in G such that G is the disjoint union of the sets x r C(x). We can write E = (JίU x r E r where £/ r c C(x) for all r. Then and Λf e3ϊ(G). It now follows that S(G) = 3t(G). NOTE 3.3. Contrary to the assertion of [1, Theorem 7] , there are exponentially bounded groups G for which S(G) Φ 3ΐ(G). An example of such a group is the (nilpotent) discrete group of upper triangular, real, 3x3 matrices with diagonal entries equal to 1. (The latter group does not belong to [FC] .) 4* The nondiscrete case* We require three preliminary results. LEMMA 
Let G e [IN] be such that for each C e ί^(G), we have
Then the set U\xCx~1: x e G} is relatively compact for each C e Proof. Let U be an open, relatively compact subset of G. Approximating U by compact subsets and using the equation (1), the fact that G is unimodular, and the inner regularity of λ, we see that (1) is valid when C is replaced by U.
The desired result will follow once it has been shown that there exists D o e^ (G) such that xUx^czDo for all xeG. Let N be a compact, invariant neighborhood of e. Since U is compact, we can find x lf , x r in U such that
Let x o eG. By (2) and (3) (G) . It easily follows that
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Let Ce r έ? e (G) be such that G = U:=iC % , and let ε = (l/2)λ(C). Using (1), we can find, for each n, an element x n eG such that
It is obvious that T is topologically left thick in G. The lemma will be established (by contradiction) once we have shown that T is not topologically right thick.
Let x 6 G, and, for each n, let C» = xC Π CX*. Let c n 6 C w . Then n xi ι C' % C n x Λ ) < ε2~n , using (2) . It follows that X(xC Π Γ) < εΣΓ2~% = ε, and so
X(xCf] T) ^-X(C) .
So T is not topologically right thick.
LEMMA 4.3. Let G be an amenable, compactly generated, locally compact group for which 2 t (G) = 9t t ((τ).
Proof, Suppose that C Q e^(G) is such that for some ε > 0,
By (4.2) , Ge [IN] , and hence is unimodular. It follows that (1) remains valid when C o is replaced by any larger compact subset of G. This fact will be used in the remainder of the proof. Let N be a compact, invariant neighborhood of e and let Ce r^( G) be such that G = U£U C* and C 0 UNaC.
We can suppose that X(N) ^ ε.
We now claim that if De^(G), and η < ε, then the set A, where
is not relatively compact. For if A e ^(G), and if E = AC^A)" 1 U A then for all α? e G, we have λ^C^"
1 Π E) ^ λ(C) -^ > λ(C) -ε, and the fact that (1) is valid, with C o replaced by C, is contradicted.
We now construct by induction a sequence {x n } in G such that for each xeG and each positive integer n, we have
UC%))i (λ(C) -le) .
Let m be a positive integer and assume that x u , x m^ have been constructed such that (2) is valid for 1 <; n ^ m -1. Let To complete the induction step, we show that
Two cases have to be considered. Suppose firstly that xN (Ί E -0. Then
and (3) is established. Now suppose that xNΓ\ E Φ 0, and let u e iV be such that xueE. Then The inequality (3) now follows using (ii). Now let T = U*=i C*α? ft . The set Γ is obviously topologically left thick in (?. However, by (2) , X(xCΠ T) ^ X(C) -l/2e for all a Gff, and so T is not topologically right thick. It follows that S t (G) Φ 3t t (Cr), and the resultant contradiction establishes the lemma. [4, Theorem 3.20] , the group H is compact. Let μ be the normalized Haar measure of H. In the obvious way, μ will be regarded as a probability measure on G.
Note that if Me2 t (G)($ϊ t (G)) then M(φμ) = M(φ)(M(μφ) = M(φ)) for all φeLJG).
Note also that d h *μ = μ = μ*<5 /t for all &eiϊ. Define A = {φeC(G): φixh) = φ(x) for all xeG and all heH} .
If ^ e A and x, y eG, then, since G/iϊ is abelian, we have xy = i/a?Λ 0 for some h o eH, and it follows that φ(xy) = Φ(yx) f and hence that i^ = 0v for all veP(G). 
